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Open Quantum Systems

All quantum systems are open
•  understanding vital for both applications 

and fundamentals (e.g. in thermodynamics)
•  underpins multiple aspects of 

contemporary physics:
•  interpretation of quantum mechanical 

laws to feasibility of developing 
quantum-enhanced technologies

•  difficult many-body theoretical problem 

What is an open quantum system?
•  quantum system that is not isolated
•  interacts with and evolves under the 

influence of its surroundings

System

Environment

H = HS +HB +HI



Example Open Quantum Systems

been investigated in the context of small synthetic aggregates22.
However, even for such simple molecules, vibronic coupling auto-
matically gives rise to additional oscillating coherences of ground-
state vibrational wave packets that might overlap with excited-state
features16,23,24. Studies aimed at disentangling vibrational and exci-
tonic coherences in such cases have focused on limiting examples
of purely vibrational and electronic excitations, and have not led
to a consensus method for their distinction in measurements,
without loss of generality25,26.

In this Article, we present a joint experimental and theoretical
study on the effect of strong vibronic coupling on coherences
between excitons. Measurements are performed on a theoretically
tractable homodimer with well-separated spectral features. Certain
distinctions must be made between this model system and photo-
synthetic pigment complexes. In the latter case, the pigments are
also identical, albeit more weakly coupled, and frequently possess
static disorder in the site energies set by the environment, which
renders such complexes inherently asymmetric. The homodimer
presented here does possess symmetry with respect to interchange
of both chromophores; however, local dynamic fluctuations in the
environment will act to break this symmetry, producing an inhomo-
geneous distribution of site energies. The measured spectral peaks
are found to exhibit clear periodic beatings. Most of these peaks
consist of overlapping features. However, via the accompanying cal-
culations in the vibronic exciton model, we are able to assign the
spectral contribution stemming from a coherence of the two most
radiant excited states. The theoretical model elucidates how inter-
exciton coherence is enhanced in time through a mixing with
vibrational degrees of freedom, and our comparison to measured
data allows us to investigate such enhancement in a realistic
molecular system.

Results and discussion
Vibronic excitons of a cyanine dimer. The results presented in this
Article were obtained for a dimer of identical indocarbocyanine
molecules covalently bound via two butyl chains27, studied at
room temperature. The corresponding molecular structure is
presented in Fig. 1a. The linear absorption spectrum of the
monomer subunits (Supplementary Fig. 1) features a pronounced
vibronic progression due to strong coupling of the S0–S1
electronic transition to a C–C stretching mode in the polymethine
chain28. In the dimer compound, electronic interactions cause a
delocalization of the vibronic excitations over the two monomers,

leading to polaronic Frenkel excitons18,29,30. These excited states
depend critically on the molecular geometry, notably the distance
and relative angular orientation between the subunits, which are
calculated to be 10 Å and 158 in vacuum (using the PM3 and
MMþ optimizations in HyperChem v. 7 (ref. 31)). Shown in
Fig. 1b is the experimental linear absorption spectrum of the
dimer (solid curve), which in turn is determined by the total
contribution of collective excited states. The linear absorption
measurements of both the monomer and dimer are well
reproduced using the vibronic exciton model as formulated by the
Holstein Hamiltonian29, which is evaluated using the two-particle
approximation32,33 (for details see Supplementary Section 2). The
best agreement between calculations and experiments is found
using an excitonic coupling strength of 800 cm21, while the
vibronic coupling is described using a vibrational frequency of
1,220 cm21 and a Huang–Rhys factor of 0.58. The solvent is
incorporated by coupling the electronic transition energies of the
individual chromophore subunits to a coordinate, which performs
Gaussian-stochastic fluctuations corresponding to an exponential
correlation function34 with a standard deviation of 500 cm21 and
a decay time of 40 fs. The calculated linear absorption of the
dimer is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 1b (a fit to the monomer
variant is included in Supplementary Fig. 1).

From the calculated stick spectrum (Fig. 1b) it is evident that
there are a great number of transitions underneath the broad line-
width of the absorption spectrum. Nevertheless, two excited states
are easily recognized as carrying the bulk of the oscillator strength.
The most absorbant of the two is located around 19,730 cm21 (blue
stick), with the second at 18,300 cm21 (red stick). These states,
which will be referred to as A and B, respectively, are expected to
dominate the two-dimensional spectra even more, as in that case
peak intensities are determined by roughly the oscillator strength
squared. We note that a third strongly radiant state resides in the
blue tail of the spectrum. As will be shown later on, this state has
a negligible contribution to the spectral dynamics studied in this
work. The high intensity of states A and B can be understood
from Fig. 2, which shows a selection of the corresponding wavefunc-
tion coefficients in the local basis. Instead of disorder-averaged
values, cases are shown where the electronic transition energies of
the sites are homogeneous (top row), and where these energies
are detuned with respect to each other (bottom row). For the
moment restricting our attention to the homogeneous case, we
observe that each vibrational band is occupied by a wavefunction
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Figure 1 | Modelling the linear absorption spectrum of indocarbocyanine. a, Chemical structure of the biscyanine compound (teal/blue balls represent
carbon/nitrogen atoms; hydrogen atoms not shown). A cartoon depiction of the two types of interaction primarily contributing to the photophysics of the
dimer is shown below. The chromophores interact via excitonic coupling J, while each subunit experiences vibronic coupling as depicted by the displacements
between the S0 and S1 vibrational potentials. b, Measured (solid curve) and calculated (dashed curve) absorption spectra of the compound, together with the
calculated stick spectrum depicting the transitions contributing to the lineshape. Also shown is the laser spectrum (shaded blue area) used to acquire the
two-dimensional spectra.
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photosynthesis and the role of quantum effects, exciting all
transitions will naturally lead to beating at each of the difference
frequencies for as long as the states remain coupled and
coherent with respect to each other. While this is ideal for
identifying long-lived coherent superpositions, it can hide
details of the interactions within and between exciton states and
vibrational modes.
These coherent superpositions of excited states remain

coherent for several hundred femtoseconds despite the short-
lived nature, <60 fs, of a “one quantum coherence” (that is, a
superposition of ground and excited electronic states). This is
frequently attributed to correlated broadening resulting from
nonlocal phonon modes,1,4,12,25,26 but no experimental
evidence has yet been reported. Regardless of the mechanism,
these long-lived coherences provide a means by which coherent
interactions among excited electronic and vibrational states can
be observed. In experiments to reveal coherence transfer
between vibrational modes, the evolution of the one quantum
coherence is probed.27−30 In the present case, where this
coherence is short-lived, we can examine the evolution of the
long-lived coherent superposition between excited states to
reveal the details of coherent interactions with other states not
directly excited by the incident laser pulses.
We have developed a technique for two-color photon echo

spectroscopy that allows us to selectively excite the pathway of
interest, in this case, the coherence pathway, and measure its
evolution in the absence of any other excitations. This is similar
to the two-color electronic coherence photon echo experiment
described previously,3 except that the final interaction is
nonresonant and generates a signal spectrally separate from

the incident laser pulses. This is equivalent to coherent Raman
scattering, except that the third pulse may also interact with an
electronic coherence instead of scattering from a vibrational
coherence. The pathways responsible for generating such a
signal are depicted in Figure 1. By varying the delay of the third
pulse, we are then able to probe the dynamics of the coherence
generated by the first two pulses.
In these experiments, after the first two pulses, the system

can be thought of as being in a coherent superposition of states.
For the coherent third-order signal to be generated, these
superpositions must remain coherent.31 The signature of
coherent coupling between excited electronic states or between
vibrational levels is therefore simply the presence of any signal
for values of T, the delay between the second and third pulse,
beyond the pulse overlap regime. We do not expect to see
beating at the difference frequency, as is the case in 2D
spectroscopy, because the two pulses of different wavelength
come from two optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs) that are
not phase-stabilized, meaning the phase of the superposition
varies from shot to shot of the laser. If, however, there is
coherent excitation of another superposition, either by
coherence transfer or phonon-assisted excitation by a laser
pulse, then beating as a function of T at the difference
frequency will be present and detectable in the spectrally
resolved intensity measurement. (See Supporting Information
for further details.) In principle, such a process should also
generate signal at a different wavelength determined by the new
coherence frequency. This signal would, however, be a small
contribution to an already weak signal and quadratically
dependent on the amplitude of the coherence. In contrast,

Figure 1. The pathways in (a−d) show the coherence pathways primarily excited in the two-color experiment described. In this representation, each
arrow represents an interaction with a laser pulse, and the labels on the interior represent the state of the system; g is the ground state, a and b are
excited electronic states, and the prime represents a higher vibrational level. (a,b) Pathways involving coherences between excited states; (c,d)
equally valid pathways involving vibrational coherences.

Figure 2. (a) The structure of PC645. The chromophores are represented as space-filling models with the DBVs, PCBs, and MBVs colored in blue,
yellow and green, respectively. The polypeptide backbone is represented as a cartoon with the two β chains colored cyan and red while α1 and α2 are
shown in magenta and green, respectively. A transparent rendering of the protein surface colored by a contact potential envelops the structure. (b)
The absorption spectrum for PC645.
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a surface code11. Notably, this model can 
benefit hugely if the nodes consist of small 
clusters of coupled qubits, such as those 
now demonstrated. ❐

John J. L. Morton and Jeroen Elzerman are  
at the London Centre for Nanotechnology  
and Department of Electronic & Electrical 

QUANTUM DOTS

Electrifying cavities
A design that allows electrical contacts to be created on semiconductor microphotonic structures brings quantum 
networks based on semiconductor single photon sources one step closer.

Ruth Oulton

The ideal photonic quantum network 
would have access to a large supply of 
single photons. We could imagine a 

chip that contains a large array of devices, 
with each of them producing exactly one 
photon when triggered electrically or 
optically. Single photons from each source 
must be indistinguishable in wavelength, 
polarization and bandwidth1. 

Reporting in Nature Communications, 
Pascale Senellart and co-workers from 
the Laboratoire de Photonique et de 
Nanostructures, CNRS, France, Université 
Paris Diderot, and attocube systems AG, 
Munich demonstrate a significant step 
towards the practical realization of an array 
of single photon sources2. They have realized 
a semiconductor quantum dot (QD) single 
photon source that allows an electric field to 
be applied to the QD without impeding the 
path of single photons.

Self-assembled QDs have long been 
considered viable practical single photon 
sources. Each dot can be populated by 
an electron and a hole, and when these 
recombine to emit a photon, the QD empties 
and emits no further photons at the same 
wavelength until it gets populated again. 
Key to the success of QD technology is that 
a QD may be embedded in a distributed 
Bragg reflector (DBR) cavity structure that 
allows efficient out-coupling of the photons 
(Fig. 1). Etching a pillar structure in a 
DBR confines the light, via total internal 
reflection, to a small volume. In the past 
decade, improvements in pillar design 
and fabrication have allowed physicists 
to replicate in the solid state many of the 
cavity quantum electrodynamic effects 
observed first with atoms. Careful design 
and fabrication of QD pillars has led to a 

bright source of identical (indistinguishable) 
photons3 and entangled photons4 ready for 
integration into a quantum chip.

Further progress in micropillar design 
has been hampered by the significant 
difficulties in applying an electric field to 
the micropillar. Application of an electric 
field is an important functionality if QDs 
are to be a viable quantum technology. The 
self-assembly process produces QDs with 
almost-perfect quantum efficiency. But 
it is not possible to control the position 

at which the QDs form in the pillar, and 
even knowing the precise location of the 
QDs is challenging. This makes it difficult 
to fabricate a pillar with a QD placed in 
the middle of the cavity. Moreover, the 
QDs are not homogeneous in size, which 
means that the light emitted may not match 
the cavity wavelength exactly. An electric 
field can be used to fine-tune the photon 
wavelength, overcoming the problem of 
size inhomogeneity to produce an array 
of indistinguishable photon sources. 

5 μm

Photon
emission

a b

QD

DBR layers

λ/2

Figure 1 | Dot in a pillar. a, Schematic of a QD emitter embedded in the centre of a micropillar cavity. 
Alternating quarter-wavelength layers of GaAs/AlAs, known as DBRs, cause destructive interference, 
which allows them to effectively act as mirrors. A GaAs cavity of depth λ/2 allows confinement of light 
with wavelength λ, with further confinement achieved by etching the DBR into a pillar a few micrometres 
in diameter. Individual QDs incorporated in the centre of the cavity are identified spatially and spectrally 
using spectroscopy, allowing a pillar of a suitable mode wavelength and position to be fabricated. 
b, A scanning electron microscopy image of a set of fabricated micropillars. Panel b reproduced with 
permission from ref. 8, © 2009 AIP.

Engineering, University College London,  
London WC1H 0AH, UK. 
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Open Quantum Systems – theoretical 
description

System

Environment

Master equations
•  first order differential equation describing 

time evolution of the system of interest
•  trace out environmental degrees of 

freedom
•  eliminates all information on 

environmental state
•  retain (approximately) influence on 

system
•  reduced description only in terms of 

system states
•  intuitive, efficient and straightforward to 

work with
•  e.g. relate microscopic parameters to 

experimental observables

H = HS +HB +HI



Open Quantum Systems – The Challenge

A tractable master equation nearly always 
requires some kind of approximation
•  often valid only for rather restrictive 

parameter regimes

Rapid experimental progress in probing larger 
and more complex quantum systems
•  existing methods no longer work, 

approximations too severe

Existing methods
•  commonly treat environment as static
•  system-environment correlations ignored

vanishingly weak coupling

An alternative approach is required

System

Environment

H = HS +HB +HI



Weak coupling limit

System

Environment

•  System-environment boundary well defined, 
density operator separable

•  Interaction energy ignored in cycle analysis

•  Environment static. Assume system reaches 
a canonical thermal state with respect to its 
internal Hamiltonian in long time limit

•  Can we overcome these limitations but retain 
a similar description?

H = HS +HB +HI

⇢SE ⇡ ⇢S ⌦ ⇢E

US+E = US + UE + USE ⇡ US + UE

US = trS{HS⇢S}

⇢S(1) = e��EHS/ZS



Theme – Redrawing the Boundaries

Redefine the system-environment boundary to allow us to track 
environmental dynamics and accumulation of correlations

Residual 
Environment

System

System

Environment



Normal mode 
transformation 	

Collective coordinate mapping

Normal mode 
transformation
•  “system” now enlarged
•  original system plus 

mode treated exactly
•  residual environment 

traced out in usual 
manner

Iles-Smith et al., PRA 90, 032114 (2014); JCP 144, 044110 (2016)
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Normal mode 
transformation 	

Collective coordinate mapping

Normal mode 
transformation
•  “system” now enlarged
•  original system plus 

mode treated exactly
•  residual environment 

traced out in usual 
manner

-  CC master equation

•  Numerical benchmark

-   Weak-coupling
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Benchmarking
•  weak coupling fails
•  all important system-bath 

correlations captured 
through mapping

Iles-Smith et al., PRA 90, 032114 (2014); JCP 144, 044110 (2016)
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System-reservoir correlations

Also allows system-reservoir 
correlations to be probed
•  lower bound on original system-

bath correlations (mutual 
information)

•  Explore dynamic generation of 
correlations - two timescales

I = S(⇢S) + S(⇢CC)� S(⇢S+CC)
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System-reservoir correlations

System-bath correlations persist into 
steady state
•  system state no longer a thermal 

distribution over its (isolated) eigenstates 
– non-canonical statistics

•  instead, we have a thermal state of 
mapped Hamiltonian

I = S(⇢S) + S(⇢CC)� S(⇢S+CC)

Also allows system-reservoir 
correlations to be probed
•  lower bound on original system-

bath correlations (mutual 
information)

•  Explore dynamic generation of 
correlations - two timescales
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System-reservoir correlations

System-bath correlations persist into 
steady state

I = S(⇢S) + S(⇢CC)� S(⇢S+CC)

⇢S+CC(1) = e��E0HS+CC/ZS+CC

Iles-Smith et al., PRA 90, 032114 (2014); JCP 144, 044110 (2016)

Also allows system-reservoir 
correlations to be probed
•  lower bound on original system-

bath correlations (mutual 
information)

•  Explore dynamic generation of 
correlations - two timescales
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System steady-state

Departures from weak-coupling canonical statistics
•  population ratio in system eigenbasis now varies with system-

reservoir coupling strength
•  coherences present in system eigenbasis in the long time limit
•  dynamically generated via strong system-reservoir 

interactions

-  CC master equation

•  Numerical benchmark

-   Weak-coupling

Iles-Smith et al., PRA 90, 032114 (2014); JCP 144, 044110 (2016)
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Heat engines at finite coupling

Thermodynamics at finite coupling
•  mapping incorporates system-reservoir 

correlations into a consistent 
thermodynamic analysis 

•  e.g. retain description in terms of 
thermal states in long time limit

•  circumvents the usual restriction to 
weak coupling and vanishing 
correlations between the two 

hHi = tr{H⇢SE}
⇡ trS+CC{HS+CC⇢S+CC}+ UE0

•  Long-time limit
⇢S+CC(1) = e��E0HS+CC/ZS+CC



Otto cycle at finite coupling

Quantum Otto cycle – standardly a 4 stroke heat engine, separates heat and 
work
•  A’-B: hot isochore (finite time)
•  B’-C: isentropic expansion (adiabatic)
•  C’-D: cold isochore (finite time)
•  D’-A: isentropic compression (adiabatic)
•  We also explicitly include coupling/decoupling steps

Thermodynamics at finite coupling
•  mapping incorporates system-reservoir 

correlations into a consistent 
thermodynamic analysis 

•  e.g. retain description in terms of 
thermal states in long time limit

•  circumvents the usual restriction to 
weak coupling and vanishing 
correlations between the two 



Otto cycle in finite time

Frictionless isentropic strokes
•  Hamiltonian commutes at all times.
•  Power and work plotted as function 

of isochore time.
•  Power maximised in non-equilibrium 

regime, before work plateaus.

Power vs coupling strength
•  Max. power output at finite coupling.
•  Power increases with coupling initially 

due to quicker approach to equilibrium.
•  Turnover due to decoupling costs.
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Fully quantum vs dephased engines

•  Work against isochore time
•  Implement pure dephasing in enlarged 

system plus collective mode eigenbasis.
•  Ensures no energetic contribution.
•  However – dephased engine 

outperforms a fully quantum one.
•  Decoupling costs remain comparable.

Parametric plot: power vs efficiency
•  Dashed – dephased
•  Solid – fully quantum
•  Varying isochore time shows 

improvement in power output at a 
given efficiency for dephased engine.
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Summary and ongoing work

Ongoing
-  Finite time/continuously coupled heat engines
-  Non-equilibrium steady states
-  Fermionic environments
-  Artificial light-harvesting

A quantum limit to non-equilibrium heat 
engine performance imposed by strong 
system-reservoir coupling
D. Newman, F. Mintert, AN
arXiv:1906.09167
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